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MIRACLE DELIVERANCE MINISTRY 
 HoLogRApHIC DECEpTIVE IMAgINg BLuE BEAM 

FRoM HIS woRD!  ~ pAT HoLLIDAY, pH. D.    
Thursday, December 10, 2009 

Project Bluebeam or Just a Failed Missile Test?  

 
OBAMA MAN-MADE SIGN IN THE SKY SOLD BY MEDIA AS A MESSIANIC FIGURE 

  The Bible shows that the mind can be manipulated by supernatural forces. "But their 
minds were blinded: for until this day remaineth the same veil taken away in the reading of 
the old testament; which veil is done away in Christ," (2 Cor. 6:14). These devils use deception 
to transference spirits through the mind. "Satan disguises himself as an "angel of light," (2 Cor. 
11:14), appearing to men as a messenger of that which is good and wholesome to indicate that 
truly he comes from God. 

What's blue and white, squiggly and suddenly appears in the sky? 
 
If you know the answer, pop it on a postcard and send it to the people of Norway, where this 
mysterious light display baffled residents yesterday. 
 
Speculation was increasing today that the display was the result of an embarrassing failed 
test launch of a jinxed new Russian missile. The Bulava missile was test-fired from the Dmitry 
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Donskoi submarine in the White Sea early on Wednesday but failed at the third stage, say 
newspapers in Moscow today. 

However, could it be an attempt, to reproduce a seemingly supernatural event that failed 
sign of the New Age heralding to the world its chosen false messiah, President Obama 
receiving his unearned Nobel Prize? Copenhagen was the chosen city for the announcement of 
the Shadow Government’s staging its New World Government. 1 

Even false sign fizzled out! 

Blue Beam UFO or Missile Trace Mystery Spiral Lights Over Norway 

VidoEmo Emotional Video Unity on Facebook 

COME ON… ARE YOU KIDDING? Obama goes to Norway; a blue spiral appears in the sky…. Obama 
goes to Copenhagen…. A blue spiral light appears in the sky…. This is the sign of the global elite, of a 
phony man-made messiah?   Didn’t fool me. 

Hopefully most people are just too sophisticated for these types of shenanigans? 

 

Strange spiral: Residents in northern Norway were left stunned after the lightshow, which almost 
looked computer-generated, appeared in the skies above them  
                                                           
1   NASA's Project Blue Beam, By Serge Monast (1994) 
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Accepting peace prize, Obama defends war  

To a stunned, shocked, “peace ideologue group,” a warring President 
acknowledges his few accomplishments, defends military actions.  

 

VIDEO 

 

  War President Obama accepts Nobel 
Dec. 10: As he accepted the Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo, Norway on 
Thursday, President Barack Obama made the argument that war is 
sometimes morally justified. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. 
The manipulating New World gang is trying mix fake supernatural sky 
lights in both of Obama’s visits to fool the world that he is the long 
awaited messiah to bring in their New World Order! 

 

VIDEO: WHITE HOUSE      

 http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34358659/ns/politics-white_house/  

The infamous NASA [National Aeronautics and Space Administration] Blue Beam Project has 
four different steps in order to implement the new age religion with the Antichrist at its head. 
We must remember that the new age religion is the very foundation for the new world 
government, without which religion the dictatorship of the new world order is completely 
impossible. I'll repeat that: Without a universal belief in the new age religion, the success of the 
new world order will be impossible! That is why the Blue Beam Project is so important to them, 
but has been so well hidden until now. 
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Engineered Earthquakes & Hoaxed 'Discoveries' 
The first step in the NASA Blue Beam Project concerns the breakdown [re-evaluation] of all 
archaeological knowledge. It deals with the set-up, with artificially created earthquakes at certain 
precise locations on the planet, of supposedly new discoveries which will finally explain to all 
people the "error" of all fundamental religious doctrines. The falsification of this information 
will be used to make all nations believe that their religious doctrines have been misunderstood 
for centuries and misinterpreted. Psychological preparations for that first step have already been 
implemented with the film, '2001: A Space Odyssey;' the StarTrek series, and 'Independence 
Day;' all of which deal with invasions from space and the coming together of all nations to repel 
the invaders. The last films, 'Jurrassic Park,' deals with the theories of evolution, and claim God's 
words are lies. http://i.am/jah/evolut.htm  
 
Hoaxed "Discoveries'  
What is important to understand in the first step is that those earthquakes will hit at different 
parts of the world where scientific and archaeological teachings have indicated that arcane 
mysteries have been buried. By those types of earthquakes, it will be possible for scientists to 
rediscover those arcane mysteries which will be used to discredit all fundamental religious 
doctrines. This is the first preparation for the plan for humanity because what they want to do is 
destroy the beliefs of all Christians and Muslims on the planet. To do that, they need some 
false 'proof' from the far past that will prove to all nations that their religions have all been 
misinterpreted and misunderstood. 

The Big Space Show in the Sky 
The second step in the NASA Blue Beam Project involves a gigantic 'space show' with three-
dimensional optical holograms and sounds, laser projection of multiple holographic images to 
different parts of the world, each receiving a different image according to predominating regional 
national religious faith. This new 'god's' voice will be speaking in all languages. In order to 
understand that, we must study various secret services' research done in the last 25 years. The 
Soviet's have perfected an advanced computer, even exported them, and fed them with the 
minute physio-psychological particulars based on their studies of the anatomy and 
electromechanical composition of the human body, and the studies of the electrical, chemical and 
biological properties of the human brain. These computers were fed, as well, with the languages 
of all human cultures and their meanings. The dialects of all cultures have been fed into the 
computers from satellite transmissions. The Soviets began to feed the computers with objective 
programs like the ones of the new messiah. It also seems that the Soviets - the new world order 
people - have resorted to suicidal methods with the human society by allocating electronic 
wavelengths for every person and every society and culture to induce suicidal thoughts if the 
person doesn't comply with the dictates of the new world order. 

The Blue Beam Project will pretend to be the universal fulfillment of the prophecies of old, as 
major an event as that which occurred 2,000 years ago. In principle, it will make use of the skies 
as a movie screen (on the sodium layer at about 60 miles) as space-based laser-generating 
satellites project simultaneous images to the four corners of the planet in every language 
and dialect according to the region. It deals with the religious aspect of the new world order 
and is deception and seduction on a massive scale. 
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Computers will coordinate the satellites and software already in place will run the sky show. 
Holographic images are based on nearly identical signals combining to produce an image or 
hologram with deep perspective which is equally applicable to acoustic ELF, VLF and LF waves 
and optical phenomena. Specifically, the show will consist of multiple holographic images to 
different parts of the world, each receiving a different image according to the specific national, 
regional religion. Not a single area will be excluded. With computer animation and sounds 
appearing to emanate from the very depths of space, astonished ardent followers of the various 
creeds will witness their own returned messiahs in convincing lifelike reality. 
 
Then the projections of Jesus, Mohammed, Buddha, Krishna, etc., will merge into one after 
correct explanations of the mysteries and revelations will have been disclosed. This one god will, 
in fact, be the Antichrist, who will explain that the various scriptures have been misunderstood 
and misinterpreted, and that the religions of old are responsible for turning brother against 
brother, and nation against nation, therefore old religions must be abolished to make way for the 
new age new world religion, representing the one god Antichrist they see before them.2 
' 

5.6 Airborne Holographic Projector  

Brief Description 

The holographic projector displays a three-dimensional visual image in a desired location, 
removed from the display generator. The projector can be used for psychological operations and 
strategic perception management. It is also useful for optical deception and cloaking, providing a 
momentary distraction when engaging an unsophisticated adversary. 

                                                           
2   Project Blue Beam  By Serge Monast http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml Originally 
Published 1994  
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Capabilities 

• Precision projection of 3-D visual images into a selected area  
• Supports PSYOP and strategic deception management  
• Provides deception and cloaking against optical sensors  

Enabling Technologies (MCTL) 

• 4.1.4, Image Processing (holographic displays)  
• 10.1, Lasers  
• 10.2, Optics  
• 10.3, Power Systems  

White Papers 

• Q, Special & Humanitarian Operations  
• N, Strategic Attack  

 By Mail Foreign Service 
Last updated at 3:15 PM on 10th December 2009 

• Comments (1032)  
• Videos  
• Add to My Stories  

Curious: A blue-green beam of light was reported to have come shooting out the centre of 
the spiral  
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This emerged despite earlier reports denying a missile launch yesterday. Even 
early today there was no formal confirmation from the Russian Defense 
Ministry. 

The light appears to be unconnected with the aurora borealis, or northern lights, 
the natural magnetic phenomena that can often be viewed in that part of the 
world.  

The mystery began when a blue light seemed to soar up from behind a mountain 
in the north of the country. It stopped mid-air, and then began to move in 
circles. Within seconds a giant spiral had covered the entire sky.  

More... 
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• Mystery solved? Norway's spiral light display 'was down to a failed 
Russian Bulava missile test'  

Then a green-blue beam of light shot out from its centre - lasting for ten to 12 
minutes before disappearing completely.  

Onlookers describing it as 'like a big fireball that went around, with a great light 
around it' and 'a shooting star that spun around and around'.  

Yesterday a Norwegian defense spokesman said the display was most likely 
from a failed Russian test launch. 
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Enlarge   

 

The bizarre spiral looks almost computer-generated in the dark skies over Norway yesterday 
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Confusion: The Norwegian Meteorological Institute was flooded with calls after the light storm  

Tromsō Geophysical Observatory researcher Truls Lynne Hansen agreed, 
saying the missile had likely veered out of control and exploded, and the spiral 
was light reflecting on the leaking fuel.  

But last night Russia denied it had been conducting missile tests in the area.  

A Moscow news outlet quoted the Russian Navy as denying any rocket launches 
from the White Sea area. 3 

Not very imaginative…. In both instances, Copenhagen (Dopenhagan) or 
Norway… same excuses were used….. mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

 Two spirits are operating, it is important that the church pray for the discerning of spirits.  
“Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because many 
false prophets are gone out into the world. 2 Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every spirit 
that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God: 3 And every spirit that 
confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of 
antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now already is it in the 
world,” --1 John 4:1-3. 

A NEW WORLD IS NOT COMING . . . . IT IS HERE 

The coming of the New World Order is not a dream, neither a paranoid 
thought.  It is a real satanic on-going project.  

The Plan 

To abolish all Christian traditional religions in order to replace them by a one-
world religion based on the 'cult of man'.    

To abolish all national identity and national pride in order to establish a 
world identity and world pride.  

To abolish the family as known today in order to replace it by individuals all 
working for the glory of one-world government  

                                                           
3   Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/worldnews/article-1234430/Mystery-spiral-blue-
light-display-hovers-Norway.html#ixzz0ZXPvYp7X 
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To destroy all individual artistic and scientific creating works to implement a 
world government's one mind sight??  

 

And that kind of declaration of war from the United Nations is for: the 
implementation of a universal and obligatory membership to the United 
Nations, as transcending of the United Nations by multi-military and multi-
police force;  a worldwide Justice Department through the United Nations 
with an International Criminal Court;  a worldwide new Trade Agreement for 
all nations;  the end of cold war -- of local war like it is today, and the 
obligation for co-existence for "peace"; and also, a New World Religion and a 
New World Culture for all men.  

    If we really wish to understand the Blue Beam Project -- NASA's Blue 
Beam Project -- where is that from? . . . We have to go back to the dawning 
of the Age of Aquarius.  Remember that song? That song said:  

When the moon is in the seventh house, and Jupiter aligns with mars, and 
peace will guide our planet, and love will steer the stars.  

     This related with the year 1982, to be at that time the opening of the 
conspiracy for the Age of Aquarius.  Just before the implementation of the 
New World Order, supposed to start at that time in 1983... And I have to say 
that the Blue Beam Project was set up for the year 1983.    

It has been delayed at that time.  However, God is control of the time-not 
spacey men. 

    So, the goals of the New Age movement under which the United Nations 
operates right now, are the implementation of a New World Messiah.    

    The tools of the new world government are a multi-national army -- an 
international army; an international police force; a World Bank for the 
economy; a World Government under the United Nations; a World 
Conservation Bank for wilderness around the world.  That means that all 
green movements will be melded into this new International Bank or will 
disappear.  A World Religion where all church doctrines will be destroyed at 
the roots to be replaced by the new religion of the Age of Aquarius. 4 

    The world seven rate classifications for all men and women - the new 
paradise, they said - where everybody will have a predetermined work to fill 
out whether they agree or not; the world concentration camp headquarters 
                                                           
4  
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at the United Nations for those who will not accept the new system; the 
world agriculture and food-supply control which will control food and vitamin 
supplies all around the world.  

    The New World Order will be an in-between government system from old 
USSR, Great Britain and its commonwealths, and the actual United States 
with its melting-pot population.  This is at the end... a new spiritual-political 
world order which will replace the old one in which we live right now.  

    What are the New World Order plans?  They plan the destruction of all 
people who believe in the Bible, who worship Jesus Christ, and the complete 
disappearance of Christianity to achieve this plan.    

     The New World Order will change nations' laws in order that Christian 
religious beliefs and symbols - like the cross for instance - will become 
unlawful.  Only Easter and Christmas for instance will be replaced by New 
Age festivities around the world.  

     The New World Order plans also the abolishment of all currencies and the 
transfer to electronic cash through the super highway -- what we call also, 
the electronic highway. The thinker and the basic doctrine books of the New 
Age conspiracy for the New World Government are -- and listen to the name 
of those people because all the new way of thinking of the New World Order 
are from those people, those authors who wrote different kinds of books 
which are the basic belief of the New Age movement.5 

Wake up! Jesus is coming soon! 

 

 

FROM the Word of God Pastor Pat Holliday  

http://www.Miracleinternetchurch.com  

Pastor Pat Holliday, Ph.D. 

9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804 

Jacksonville, Florida 32257 

                                                           

5       Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, who wrote Isis Unveiled and The Secret Doctrine.    
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Yes you may copy and give to your pastors and friends 
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